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Today we start discussing human nature in relation to political systems. 
 

Ø  A recurrent theme in political philosophy  
–  (which investigates how governments work, ���

and theorizes about how they should work) 

has been a debate over the fundamental traits of human nature,���
and the implications of those traits for political strategies. 
 

 

The readings in this unit will emphasize a particular pattern of reasoning: 
 

–  Authors first establish descriptive claims about human nature, 
»  which intend to accurately capture ���

how things are in our world as we know it 

•  e.g., Human beings prioritize their own survival and well-being 
over securing those goods for others. 

– …& then use those descriptive claims to make normative claims 
about what kind of government humans ought to adopt, 

»  which express beliefs about how things should be ���
under ideal circumstances / in a perfect world 

•  e.g., A government with strong central power would curb 
humans’ selfish impulses & promote maximal harmony.  2	  



Thomas Hobbes’ (1588-1679) book Leviathan ���
is considered a classic of Modern political philosophy. 

 

»  He lived through: 
two civil wars (1642-46, 1648-51), 
the execution of King Charles I (1649),  
the Interregnum period (where England ���
was ruled as a commonwealth), & 
restoration of the English monarchy in 1660. 

»  All of these events likely inspired Hobbes to theorize about ���
what sort of government humans ought to adopt ���
in order to bring about (and maintain) peace & justice. 

 

•  He argues in favor of a view that philosophers today 
call authoritarianism:  

•  the ideal government prioritizes the maintenance of 
social control by a strong central power ���
over promoting the individual liberties of citizens. 

•  On this view, the purpose of government ���
is to maintain order in society ���
by protecting citizens from each other. 3	  



In order to determine what human nature is like,  

Ø  Hobbes (& other theorists of his era) asks us to consider how human beings 
behaved in the state of nature, before we became ‘civilized’. 

–  (The“state of nature” is a hypothetical concept: we don’t really know if there 
was a time in history before human beings had any semblance of civilization.) 

 
 
 
 

 

 

Unfortunately, it was common in Hobbes’ era ���
(in which imperialism & colonialism were rampant) ���
to treat native cultures outside of Europe as examples of ‘uncivilized’ peoples. 
 

Ø  By today’s standards, regarding cultures different from one’s own                     ���
as primitive and/or undeveloped is Eurocentric and, frankly, racist.  

What evidence can we use   ���
to figure out what humans were like 
before we became civilized? 
 

•  Hobbes’ claims on this matter are 
pretty speculative, i.e., based on 
educated guesses instead of facts. 
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In Of the Natural Condition of Mankind as Concerning their Felicity,     ���
and Misery (1651), Hobbes insists that:  
•  all men (presumably, all humans) are equal in the state of nature. 

–  “Nature hath made men so equal, in the faculties of body & mind… 
[such that] the difference between man and man is not so 
considerable as [to make it] that one man can…claim to himself    
any benefit, to which another may not pretend as well as he.” (1) 

»  …meaning, no one is naturally so much stronger and/or    
smarter than anyone else that he can reasonably claim              
to be significantly superior to other people. 

As a reply to those who may object that people are not born equal in strength        
and/or intelligence, Hobbes argues that it only appears as if we are unequal,  
–  because we each think more highly of ourselves than we do of other people. 

•  “For such is the nature of men, that howsoever they may acknowledge 
many others to be more witty, or more eloquent, or more learned; 

•  yet they will hardly believe there be any so wise as themselves. 
–  For they see their own wit at hand, and other men’s at a distance. 

»  But this proveth rather that men are in that point equal”, 
»  since all humans are similarly prone to self-aggrandizement. 5	  



Ø  “From this equality of ability,                                                                     
ariseth equality of hope in the attaining of ends” [i.e., goals], (1)���

…and this is where the trouble starts. 

•  We each perceive ourselves to be ���
just as worthy as any other human being���
of acquiring resources, rewards, and happiness, 

»  but we cannot all get everything we think                                                         
we deserve, since resources are limited. 

 

Hobbes explains that 
•  “…if any two men desire the same thing,                                                   

which nevertheless they cannot both enjoy,                                                           
they become enemies;  

-  and in the way to their end ���
[i.e., in order to get what they desire],���
(which is principally their own conservation,���
sometimes their delectation only), ���
endeavor to destroy, or subdue one another” (1): 
-  …just like animals fight to the death over food, mates, territory, & power. 
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According to Hobbes, 
•  Anyone who seems to gain even the slightest advantage over any one else ���

makes themselves vulnerable to losing “not only the fruits of his labor, ���
but also of his life or liberty,” (1) 
–  because any individual’s success makes them a target ���

of envy, theft, & competition. 

•  Each person will seek to protect themself against this threat by intimidating others:  
–  “…by force or wiles to master the persons of all men he can…            

[until] he see no other power great enough to endanger him:  
–  and this is no more than his own conservation requireth,                       

and is generally allowed.” (1) 

»  So, in the state of nature everyone does whatever it takes to 
ensure their own survival (a.k.a. conservation, self-preservation) 

–  Moreover, some people, ���
“taking pleasure in ���
contemplating ���
their own power in ���
the acts of conquest,” ���
will pursue power beyond ���
what is necessary for their survival. (2) 7	  



He identifies three reasons ���
why human beings would behave this way���
in the state of nature. 
 

•  “…in the nature of man, ���
we find three principle causes of quarrel: 

–  First, competition”: ���
we strive to be better than our peers. 

•  This makes us “invade for gain”, i.e., ���
go on the offensive to take from others 
and amass resources for ourselves 

–  “secondly, diffidence”, that is, insecurity: 
•  fear that others will notice ���

our weaknesses prompts us ���
to overcompensate with aggression, ���
in order to ensure our safety. 

–  “thirdly; glory”: we want recognition & 
rewards for our accomplishments. 

•  We’re not satisfied with just being ok – 
we want to be the best. 
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Hobbes says that in the state of nature,                                 ���
constant competition, mistrust, and fear of others means that: 

•  “men have no pleasure, but on the contrary a great deal of grief in ���
keeping company, where there is no power able to over-awe them all.” (2) 

 In other words, 

•  If there is no figure who has authority over all human beings, ���
then living in society is painful & destructive. 

 

–  He reasons that the state of nature must have been miserable,���
and did not involve any of the positive features of life ���
in society that we enjoy today, 

»  because the aspects of human nature that make us aggressive, 
greedy, & mean-spirited find their maximal expression ���
when everyone is free to exercise them ���
uninhibited by any system of authority. 

•  William Golding’s novel Lord of the Flies illustrated this claim 
by imagining that a group of schoolboys stranded on an island 
without any adults to enforce rules would quickly turn against 
each other with force & violence. 

•  video: bit.ly/1j6QKIF (Lord of the Flies trailer) 
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He goes on to characterize life in the state of nature                                ���
as a war of “every man against every man”. 
 

Ø  “…during the time men live without a common power                          ���
to keep them all in awe [that is, obedient out of fear],���
they are in that condition which is called war” (2) 

 

» He explains that people are effectively at war any time  
where “the will to contend by battle is sufficiently known”: 

•  “…the nature of war consisteth not in actual fighting,  ���
but in the known disposition thereto, during all the time ���
there is no assurance to the contrary.” (ibid.) 

•  Hence, Hobbes is using “war” in the same broad sense���
that it is used when talking about the Cold War, 

•  which was a period of constant tension between ���
two enemy factions, with little real military action. 

•  Since Hobbes thinks humans are always suspicious ���
of each other & willing to fight to defend themselves, 

•  he believes war is the default condition ���
of human interactions. 10	  



To back his point that people are belligerent (prone to war) ���
when they lack a ruler to keep them in check, Hobbes points to: 

–  “savage people” in the Americas, who “have no government ���
at all, and live at this day in that brutish manner” (3) 

–  civil wars (which erupt in the absence of a central ruler)  
–  wars between sovereign nations (who have no common ruler) 

•  “…in all times kings & persons of sovereignty, ���
because of their independence, are in continual 
jealousies, and in the state and posture of gladiators;  

•  having their weapons pointing and their eyes ���
fixed on one another…& continual spies upon ���
their neighbors, which is a posture of war.” (ibid.) 

Without a common ruler, Hobbes says 
•  people have “No arts, no letters, no society”, ���

and live in “continual fear & danger ���
of violent death.” 

 In this state,   ���
 “the life of man [is] solitary, poor,                         ���
 nasty, brutish, & short.” (2) 
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Hobbes thinks he can convince us that our nature is to be fearful & suspicious ���
of one another by reminding us of how we treat strangers: 

“…when taking a journey, [a typical person] arms himself                   ���
and seeks to go well-accompanied;  
–  when going to sleep, he locks his doors; ���

when even in his house he locks his chests 
»  and [he does all] this when he knows there [are] laws & ���

public officers armed to revenge all injuries shall be [to] done him. 

–  What opinion [does he have] of his fellow subjects ���
when he rides armed; of his fellow citizens when he locks his doors; ���
and of his children and servants, when he locks his chests[?]  

»  Does he not there as much accuse mankind          ���
by his actions, as I do by my words?” (3) 

 

Note, however, that Hobbes isn’t accusing people of being naturally immoral: 
 

•  “The desires & other passions of man are in themselves no sin.  
–  No more are the actions that proceed from those passions,                                           

till they know a law that forbids them:  
•  which till laws be made they cannot know, nor can any law be made,           

till they have agreed upon the person that shall make it.” 12	  



Hobbes expands upon this point by writing that  
Ø  in war of every man against every other man “nothing can be unjust. 

–  The notions of right & wrong, justice & injustice have there no place.  

Ø Where there is no common power, there is no law;                                          
where no law, no injustice.” (3) 

 
 

–  He explains that justice & injustice                                                                          
“are qualities that relate to men in society, not in solitude.” (3) 

•  On his view, it doesn’t make sense to speak of injustice except when                     
a legal system has established what is just in some particular society. 

 Consequently, he doesn’t think that justice exists except ���
 where humans have created it through collective agreements. 

»  This means there is no such thing ���
as “divine justice”, established by God,  

»  nor universal justice that transcends ���
national/cultural differences in law. 

Ø This makes Hobbes a proponent of contractarianism: 
–  on this view, standards for acceptable/unacceptable behavior ���

are established by the agreement of a particular community. 13	  



Though Hobbes believes people are naturally disposed to war, he also believes  
•  people are drawn to seek peace by two elements of their nature: 

»  “The passions that incline men to peace are fear of death, ���
desire of such things as a necessary to commodious living, ���
and a hope by their industry to obtain them. 

»  And reason suggest[s] convenient articles of peace, ���
upon which men may be drawn to agreement.” (4) 

Ø  Hobbes proposes a series of “Laws of Nature” ���
which, he reasons, human beings must have ���
collectively agreed to follow as part of a ���
social contract they devised to secure peace. 

–  Other contractarian philosophers ���
have proposed their own versions of ���
what this social contract must have looked like, 

•  but all of these social contracts are only hypothetical:  

–  No one thinks that early humans really did sign an actual contract,  
»  but it seems that humans must have come to agree about ���

some basic rules for social life, as if they had signed a contract.  14	  



 

Hobbes explains that we all are born with “the right of nature”: 
–  the liberty each man [has] to use his own power as he [wishes]                       

for the preservation…of his own life; 
»  and consequently, of doing anything ���

which in his own judgment & reason ���
he shall conceive to be the aptest means thereunto.” 

•  In short, we are all entitled to do ���
whatever it takes to ensure our own survival 
(“self-preservation”). 

Ø  The problem is that: 
•  “…as long as this natural right of every man to every thing endure[s], ���

there can be no security to any man, [however wise or strong] he be,                  
of living out the time which nature ordinarily alloweth men to live.” (4) 

–  This is because each person’s right to do whatever is necessary ���
for their own survival allows them to encroach upon ���
every other person’s right to do what they need in order to survive. 

»  It’s therefore impossible for everyone in society                           
to exercise their right to nature to the fullest extent               
without reducing other people’s chance of survival. 
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Fortunately, Hobbes thinks reason allows us to recognize that  
•  it is self-destructive to live in a society where everyone is allowed to ���

exercise their right to self-preservation without any constraints or regulation. 

–  Consequently, we determine that we ought to be “willing,                                  
when others are so too,…to lay down this [natural] right to all things, 

•  and be contented with [only] so much liberty against other men                  
as he would allow other men against himself.“ (4) 

Ø  In other words, each man should ���
give up his natural right to harm others for the sake of self-preservation, ���
because it’s in his best interest that others also abandon the right to harm him. 

»  But, individuals will only truly be protected from each other���
if everyone participates in this agreement (the social contract). 

•   “…if other men will not lay down their right as well as he,                        
then there is no reason for any one to divest himself of his:  

•  for that were to expose himself to prey���
…rather than to dispose himself to peace.” 

He notes that this is just like the Golden Rule: “whatsoever you   
require that other should do for you, that do ye unto them.” (4-5) 
 

Ø  In short, the social contract only works if no one is exempt from it. 16	  



•  Moreover, reason tells us that we must make sure that everyone ���
keeps their promise not to harm others for the sake of self-preservation. 

»  Otherwise (i.e., if people break the agreement),���
“covenants [agreements] are in vain, and but empty words, ���
and the right of all men to all things remains [in place,                     
such that] we are still in the condition of war.” (5) 

– This adds a new facet to Hobbes’ contractarian view of of justice: 
•  not only does he think justice is created by agreements (instead of being an 

objective feature of reality, independent of human action), 
•  he thinks justice consists in nothing more than���

keeping one’s promises to uphold these agreements.     

–  To break a covenant “is unjust, and the definition of injustice ���
is no other than the not-performance of covenant”  (ibid.) 

 

Ø  This is a very different view of justice than the everyday idea ���
of making sure every one gets what they deserve. 

•  Though we might ordinarily think that someone values justice ���
is interested in the well-being of other people, 

–  on Hobbes’ view, one values justice because it’s in one’s self-interest ���
to protect oneself by upholding the social contract. 17	  



Hobbes says that a covenant made without mutual trust, ���
“where there is fear of not-performance on either part,”  is not valid ���
– and without valid covenants, there’s no justice. (5)   

•  So, to secure justice, we must make sure that ���
we can trust each other to uphold the social contract. 

Ø  Hobbes thinks the best way to do this is to ���
eliminate the temptation to break the contract���
by threatening people with terrible punishments. 

 

To institute justice, Hobbes declares: 
Ø  “there must be some coercive power to compel men               ���

equally to the performance of their covenants, ���
by the terror of some punishment, greater than the benefit ���
they expect by the breach of their covenant” (ibid.) 

Ø  Such coercive power comes from a powerful, authoritarian ruler: 
•  someone who acts like a Leviathan, a mythological sea-monster. 

 Authoritarianism is the view that people need a strong leader ���
 (or group of leaders) like this in order to keep them in check. 
»  Donald Trump is an authoritarian, and he seems intent on ruling ���

like a Leviathan if he is elected president of the United States. 18 



Hobbes thinks only a fool could believe that justice could exist ���
without a powerful leader to ensure that we keep our promises 
•  He also believes that rational people are guaranteed to keep their agreements 

under the Leviathan’s power: 
 

–  If A has already held up their end of the agreement, and there is a power 
who can force B to fulfill their end of the bargain (by threat of punishment), 

 

–  then the rational thing for B to do is always to keep the covenant, because: 

•  it is irrational to do anything that may hurt oneself ���
(like getting punished by the Leviathan), 

•  breaking a covenant will result in getting cast out of society, and 

•  no individual can expect to get by alone without the support of other 
human beings. 

»  Are people rational? Might other factors���
drive them to defy authority? 

Even if authoritarianism is very effective ���
at ensuring that people uphold the social contract, 
•  what might we lose by embracing authoritarian politics? 

–  If the authoritarian leader keeps people in check,���
who keeps the leader in check? 19	  


